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1 Renaissance Hall in the Pushkin Museum, Moscow, with plaster casts of Italian sculptures of the 15th century.
Four of the five busts on the right are casts of works from the Berlin sculpture collection.
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From a Russian Perspective
Notes on the History of the Italian Sculptures from
the Berlin Museums in the Custody of the Pushkin
State Museum of Fine Arts, Moscow, 1945 – 2015

In 2015 the Pushkin State Museum of Fine Arts in Moscow embarked on an
important cooperative project with the Bode Museum of the Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin. Linked together by the tragic events of World War II, this is not the
first time that the Moscow and Berlin museums are collaborating in the cultural field.1 It is the first time, however, that such a collaboration takes place in
the domain of Italian Renaissance sculpture. The sculptures the project deals
with, relocated to Russia as a result of the war, like many other cultural assets,
make the fate of the Berlin sculpture collection largely inseparable from the history of the Moscow museum. However, an even older history links these museums: it is the one started by the founder and first director of the Pushkin Museum, Ivan Tsvetaev, who was in contact with Wilhelm von Bode and acquired
many plaster casts of works in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum collection.2 Many
of them can be seen today in the Italian Renaissance Hall of the Pushkin Museum. (fig. 1) Keeping that period in mind, the museums have now started the
joint project with the goal to study, restore, and present to a wider audience the
works of Italian Renaissance sculpture that once formed a central part of the
Berlin Skulpturensammlung and are now in the custody of the Pushkin Museum.
Many sculptures featured in this project were long considered irrevocably
lost and are now reappearing for the first time since the end of the war. They
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were damaged by disastrous incidents at the end of the war and need extensive
restoration before they can be presented to the public. Likewise, their history
after 1945 needs to be reconstructed piece by piece, on the basis of whatever
documentary sources are available. Of great importance for this task is the 2014
publication by Anna Aponasenko, Deputy Head of the Register Department of
the State Hermitage Museum, presenting a collection of documents related to
the history of the »relocated artworks«, an admirable example that will hopefully be followed by the Moscow museum in the years to come, as well as previously published works by independent researchers Konstantin Akinsha and
Grigorii Kozlov, which were instrumental in documenting the fate of the sculptures from the Berlin Skulpturensammlung after 1945.3
This article must be understood as the first step toward such a reconstruction.
Research undertaken in the archives of the Pushkin Museum has shown that
information available in oral or written form to the curators assigned with the
task of caring for the sculpture collection in the years between 1945 and 2015 was
quite often not fully passed down to the next generation, for various reasons –
beginning with the atmosphere of secrecy surrounding the transported objects.
A plan for a book documenting the evacuation of items from the Berlin Museums and their eventual return to the GDR in 1958, not devoid of a certain pro
pagandist goal, exists in the archives of the Pushkin Museum. The draft of the
monograph was titled »Saving German Cultural Treasures by the USSR in the
Great Patriotic War«; it never reached completion, and the chapter on sculpture,
assigned to S. D. Romanovich, curator of Western European sculpture at the time,
is sadly missing.4 All in all, the documents of the Pushkin Museum archives are
important sources and make it possible to reconstruct the history of this part of
the museum collection. Many of them are published here for the first time.

Berlin 1945 – 1946: The Friedrichshain Disaster and its Aftermath
In 1939, the galleries of the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum (today’s Bode Museum)
in Berlin were closed to the public, and the works of art were evacuated in
preparation for the war.5 A system of evacuation measures involved putting the
works in various storage locations both in Berlin and outside the city. In 1942,
the majority of the collection was transferred to one of the allegedly safest locations in Berlin – the Friedrichshain anti-aircraft flak bunker. However, in the
last days of World War II, two devastating fires led to the greatest single loss to
the art world in the twentieth century, with its precise circumstances largely
unknown. The fires took place between May 2 – the day of the occupation of the
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Friedrichshain district by Soviet troops – and May 18, 1945, when the consequences of the second fire that reduced the famed masterworks of Italian sculpture to their present state were noted and documented.
Reading the purely factual accounts of the situation in reports by members
of the Berlin Museums staff, such as the »War Chronicle« report of Friedrich
Winkler, then director of the Berlin Kupferstichkabinett, one cannot ignore the
bitter impression that the situation in the bunker could have been avoided, at
least in part, if only the necessary precautions had been taken.6
An inspection on May 5 still found everything in order; on May 6, the lower
story of the bunker, where large-format canvases of the Berlin Gemäldegalerie
and part of the Nationalgalerie canvases had been stored, was found burning
after a conflagration.7 Famed masterpieces by Signorelli, Botticelli, Caravaggio,
and Rubens had been located on that level. However, the doors and seals on the
upper floors, which contained the works of the sculpture collection together
with numerous objects from other departments of the Berlin Museums, were
still intact as of May 7, according to a statement by Otto Kümmel, director general of the Berlin Museums, made to Capt. Hathaway of the American Monuments, Fine Arts, and Archives program (MFAA) on July 19, 1945, regarding a
visit he made with Maj. Lipskerov of the Soviet Military Administration.8
The second fire, which is not dated with precision in most of the accounts,
destroyed the artworks – including the works of the Berlin sculpture collection –
housed on the upper story; Kümmel’s letter places it as early as May 14, while a
period between May 14 and May 18 is commonly named in other sources.9 His
statement also names possible reasons for both fires: With regard to the first fire,
a correction in the draft of his statement, later incorporated in the final version,
indicates »Werwolf?«.10 The possibility that the Friedrichshain fires were no
accident, but a planned act of sabotage by the Werwolf organization made in
accordance with Hitler’s so-called »Nero Decree« was developed further by
Günther Schade of the East Berlin Museums during the 1980s.11 For the Eastern
Block, this point of view was certainly ideologically appropriate. It should not
be completely discarded, however, since the cause of the first fire was apparently
an explosion so powerful that it jammed the building’s elevator and rendered
the upper stories inaccessible for inspection on Мay 6 because of the extreme
temperature in the stairwell.12 It seems unlikely that such an explosion could
have occurred by accident.
For the second fire, Kümmel names an absence of proper military guards
and museum employees, together with a lack of electricity and carelessness of
plunderers using paper torches, as likely causes. However, the origins of the
second fire are even less certain. According to Schade, it was again a revenge act
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of the Werwolf sabotage group. If this version is accepted, it may be possible to
suppose that the act was triggered by the Soviet evacuation of works of art
stored in the bunker near the Berlin Zoo, which had started on May 13. This
evacuation, which included the famous Trojan gold and the reliefs of the Pergamon Altar, was carried out in order to prevent the Western Allies from taking
possession of these art treasures. Unlike the Zoo bunker, located in the soonto-be British Sector, the Friedrichshain bunker was in the future Soviet sector,
and it had already burnt; evacuation thus did not seem to be urgent. According
to Kümmel and Carl Weickert, head of the Berlin Antiquities Collection, only
general neglect and lack of proper guarding (civilians were seen walking in and
out of the building) were accountable for the deplorable state of affairs which
led to greater damage. Indeed, a combination of different factors could have led
to the destruction here, as the various conditions of the damaged works, now
preserved in Berlin and in Moscow, indicate. Some of the works suffered from
the fire much more than others; some emerged relatively unharmed, and others
are almost certainly lost. In many cases, such as the marble relief of the »Flagel
lation of Christ« ascribed to Donatello (see p. 152, 153, fig. 7, 8), there is evidence that the sculpture had first been broken into pieces and subsequently
damaged by fire, a situation unlikely if the transport crates had not been opened.
Of particular interest is a statement made in July 1945 by Soviet Army Colonel Belokopytov, representative of the Committee for the Arts, who played an
important role in the evacuation of artworks from Berlin: »Reasons exist to
suggest that the fire was laid by the Germans. Of all the rooms of the tower, only
the three spaces housing the artworks have been burnt«.13 This version became
the official one in the USSR, complicating relations with the Berlin museum
employees and the Western Allies. Besides these versions, various conspiracy
theories have been suggested over the years.14 Yet, with all the unanswered questions and in the absence of new documentary evidence, it is probably wise to
accept that an objective account of the events which took place in Flakbunker
Friedrichshain in the first half of May 1945 is impossible to reconstruct.
After the fire, the bunker had to be excavated, with remains of the works
salvaged if possible, but the participation of any non-Soviet parties was excluded from the start. At the request of Victor Lazarev, a prominent Soviet art
historian who was to become a key figure in the history of the »trophy art«
operation, Vladimir Blavatzky, an archaeologist and professor at Moscow University, was summoned to Berlin to lead the »excavation« of the bunker, where
the Italian sculptures were still in place under layers of ash and dust.15 Oral accounts of Lazarev’s visit to the bunker, transmitted by his students and colleagues from Moscow University, include gruesomely picturesque details: pud-
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dles of molten bronze on the floor from what were originally works of art, and
sculptures crumbling away at the slightest movement of air in the room.
Accounts by Blavatzky himself, who first visited the Friedrichshain bunker
in July 1945, state explicitly that the crates holding the works of art had been
burnt by using »Thermite«, an oxygen-containing wartime incendiary compound capable of burning at very high temperatures in rooms with no ventilation at all.16 Part of the ceiling had fallen on top of the fragile works of art, and
after the fire some plundering had been done by unknown people. A layer of ash
and dust, 50 to 80 cm thick according to a restorer from the Tretyakov Gallery,
Mikhail Ivanov-Churonov, who was also present on this preliminary visit, was
covering the artworks and hiding them from sight. His notes on the sculpture
collection were quite brief: »On the third floor there were some statues covered
with dust, but I heard nothing about their value from Blavatzky«.17 Weickert,
who, in the absence of Blavatzky, visited the bunker with an Anglo-American
Commission on August 31, 1945, also noticed the layer of ash up to 1 meter thick
and recommended an excavation together with Berlin museum personnel and
a Russian Commission.18 For a variety of reasons, a full and proper excavation
did not start until December 28, 1945, when Blavatzky came back to Berlin with
Nikolai Sokolski, a professional archaeologist.19 There is anecdotal evidence, often repeated in publications on this matter, of truckloads of unprocessed ash
being carried away by Soviet soldiers for further examination.20 On April 10,
1946, the Soviet member of the »Allied Kommandantura Berlin Monuments and
Fine Arts Committee« Capt. A. Gouliga stated that the Friedrichshain bunker
had been emptied of all items.21 Blavatzky’s official account of the excavation,
stating that more than 10  000 objects of antique and Western European sculpture and objects of applied art had been found, is dated May 14, 1946.22
The Berlin part of the story will end here, only for another one to begin. On
a side note, a small number of objects from the bunker which had escaped the
archeologists fell in the hands of Monuments, Fine Arts, and Archives officers
and was brought to Collecting Point Wiesbaden afterwards, to be later transferred to the museums in West Berlin. Their existence was not revealed to the
Soviet military administration.23

Between Moscow and Leningrad, 1946: Unpacking the Sculptures
As we now know, the yields of the Friedrichshain excavations were sent to the
USSR in two stages, on two different military trains. Both of them carried
sculptures damaged in the bunker, along with a long list of other items removed
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from Berlin by the Trophy Commissions. The first one, numbered #176/1759,
left Berlin on February 18, 1946, and arrived in Moscow on March 17, 1946. In
the key to the inventory of freight train #176/1759 one can read what it contained:
»Crates with Letter B- / Bunker / Classical and Western-European artworks,
such as: antique vases, terracottas, bronze, glass, Western-European monumental sculpture, porcelain, small bronzes and fragments of the above. Objects of art, found by way of excavation and in the bunker blown up and
burnt by the Germans, damaged by fire, high temperature, and explosion«.24
The second freight train (#178/4090-91), carrying an even larger portion of excavated sculpture, would depart on June 6, 1946, arriving on June 22 in Lenin
grad.25
The sculptures of the Berlin Skulpturensammlung have thus been distributed to various places, not only in Eastern and Western Germany, but also in the
Soviet Union, where they were divided between Moscow and Leningrad – a fact
that will account for several confusing situations later on. In some cases, even
fragments of the same sculpture broken into several pieces became separated
between the two museums of Western art in the USSR – The Pushkin State
Museum of Fine Arts and the State Hermitage Museum.
The reasons for this are twofold. First of all, in the chaotic atmosphere of the
post-war evacuation of former German property, relatively little attention was
paid to the final destination of the items, as long as they were sent to the USSR.
We know of examples of cultural objects being routed to Georgia and to Ukraine
and then sent back.26 However, there were other factors at play in this particular
case. The process of distributing the works of art, as well as any other former
German property, between the museum collections in the USSR was a complicated one. In accordance with the idea of »compensatory restitution« set forward by the academician and painter Igor E. Grabar, the art was to be distributed among museums to offset the wartime losses of cultural objects.27
Shortly before the end of World War II, special lists of museum »desiderata«
were compiled by Soviet researchers to determine the objects of interest and to
help the trophy commissions in their work.28 Plans for incorporation of some
of the artworks in Soviet museums existed. The process was far from complete,
however, and the documents available today show that a certain rivalry existed
between the institutions competing for valuable additions to their collections.
On August 30, 1945, State Hermitage director I. A. Orbeli wrote a letter to A. A.
Kuznetsov, First Secretary of the Leningrad Party Obkom, requesting his aid for
securing some of the objects transported out of Germany for the museum col-
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lection.29 As an argument supporting his request, Orbeli describes the situation
in Moscow, where the treasures of the Dresden Gallery had arrived shortly before, and begs for support in routing the works of art from Berlin to the Hermitage to compensate for his museum’s losses in 1929 – 1932, when many important works of art had been sold abroad. In addition to this letter, he provided
a list of 46 sculptures (and many other items) from the Berlin Museums, including the bronze »John the Baptist« by Donatello, now in storage in Moscow (see
p. 140, 159, fig. 1, 13), along with two other Donatello works now in Berlin, the
»Putto with a Tambourine« (Inv. 2653) and the bronze »David« (Inv. 2262). They
are listed as first-class items, while Donatello’s famous »Pazzi Madonna« – also
in Berlin (Inv. 51) – follows in the second-class list.30 The marble »Flagellation
of Christ« by the same master is, strangely, not listed at all, a fact possibly explained by Orbeli not having access to the more recent editions of the Berlin
catalogues of the sculpture collection written by Frida Schottmüller.31
However, the letter by Orbeli arrived too late. Sergei Merkurov, director of
the Pushkin Museum in 1944 – 1949, had already famously proposed to the
Party officials his project for transforming the Pushkin Museum into a Museum
for World Art, significantly enlarging its collections and exhibition spaces, as
early as 15 June 1945.32 The outstanding, if somewhat controversial, personality
of Sergei Merkurov is well remembered in the museum even today.33 A talented
sculptor and creator of iconic images of Soviet leaders, he was unusually well
trained and widely traveled for someone in his role and felt at ease with many
members of the Party elite. In his youth, Merkurov had traveled in Italy extensively, sometimes walking between cities to see works of Renaissance art in remote churches. There are reasons to suspect that it was precisely the presence of
works by Donatello among the items removed from Berlin that triggered his
interest, forcing him to exercise his authority and connections to get the first
Berlin transport routed to Moscow. On February 2, 1946, he sent a letter to
Mikhail Khraptchenko, head of the Committee for Arts, requesting the items
from the first freight train – »3  000 objects from the bunker, including antique
bronzes, vases and terracottas, Renaissance sculpture (Donatello) and byzantine
bronze« – and demanding »a directive to leave these valuables in Moscow and
route them to the State Museum of Fine Arts, where special storehouses are
provided for receiving and housing these items«.34
This decision, in retrospect, proved to be largely impractical. The unpacking
of the damaged items from the Berlin bunker was an exhaustive and time-consuming endeavor, for which the members of the staff working in the Moscow
museum were largely unprepared. The unrecognizable condition of the damaged sculptures and other works of art, along with limited documentation, lack
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of recent editions of Berlin catalogues, and other difficulties led to many misattributions and therefore confusing situations later on. In addition, this labor was
constantly interrupted by new arrivals of works of art coming with the trains
from Leipzig and Danzig.35
The unpacking of the Berlin items in the Pushkin Museum began in April
1946.36 Contemporary accounts collected from documents from that time paint
a picture of haste and ineffectiveness inherent in the whole procedure. An order
of the Central Administrative Authority for Fine Art Institutions dated 29 July
1946 urges the directors of both the Moscow and Leningrad museums, in rather
strict terms, to finish processing the new arrivals before August 31, cancelling
if need be any vacations of the museum staff.37 Another document dated 17 December 1946 and signed by Elizaveta Alexandrova, Head of the Trophy Group
of the Committee for Arts, accuses the employees of the Pushkin Museum of
ineffectiveness in processing the material and describes a situation of nonadherence to protocol in the creation of necessary paperwork. The staff of the Hermitage Museum, by comparison, receive praise in the same document for their
copious labor.38 It is likely, but by no means certain, that exactly this situation,
documented so acutely in this letter, had already developed several months
before and had influenced the representatives of the Committee into routing the
remainder of the Friedrichshain objects to Leningrad.
It is under these conditions that the unpacking of the sculptures from the
Berlin collections took place in Moscow. On September 27, 1946, a commission
of museum employees and a representative of the Committee for Arts, presided
over by Andrei Guber, Chief Curator of the Moscow museum, opened crate
B-63. It contained an object labeled B-8366, described by the commission as
»fragmented slab with a relief image of a Flagellation of Christ. Marble. Broken
in 14 parts«39. On the same day, crate B-52 was opened, producing an object
labeled B-II-506, »John the Baptist. Bronze. Burnt, heavily damaged, hands broken off and lost, lower part missing. Beaten, surface heavily damaged, restored
places visible«40. The objects described were, obviously, the two Donatellos now
in Moscow. (see p. 153, 159, fig. 8, 13)
The unpacking was followed by entering the entries in the inventory books.
However, the objects obtained by the trophy commissions were not, in fact,
incorporated into the main inventory of the museum. Forming part of a »Special Inventory«, the group of objects with German provenance was treated separately in both the Moscow and in Leningrad state museums. This was done in
accordance with the original idea of »compensatory restitution«, making this
special inventory only a temporary repository for the items destined to take a
permanent place in some museum in the USSR.41 Neither the Pushkin Museum
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nor the Hermitage acted as new owners of the transported objects, but only as
temporary keepers charged with the primary processing of the material.
The distribution, however, never took place. In a document dated November
12, 1946, and signed by the same Elizaveta Alexandrova, we read that »According to the directive of Mikhail Khraptchenko, the distribution of the trophy
goods is delayed until special order«.42 This special order never came. In the end,
Merkurov’s ambitious plans for a Museum for World Art quietly fell through.
The project of the Palace of Soviets, famously including in its design a colossal
statue of Lenin by Merkurov, met a similar fate in the years to come, quite symbolically.43

Decades of Secrecy, 1949 – 2001
In early 1949, Mikhail Khraptchenko (Head of the Committee for Arts) visited
the Pushkin Museum with Joseph Stalin’s secretary Alexander Poskrebyshev.
This visit, intended to decide the fate of the trophy collections, was soon followed by the introduction of a new regime of secrecy. From now on, only select
members of the museum staff and restorers would have the right of access to the
special repositories.44 In Leningrad, a similar regulation had already been in
force for a few months: a document dated December 21, 1948, regulating the
right of access to the trophy collections in the State Hermitage, refers to a document from May 26, 1948 that makes the works of art and information about
them the subject of »strictly confidential« policy, a State Secret.45 From February
1949, access to the works was given only to bearers of written permission by the
Head of the Committee for Arts. An additional Hermitage document, an internal museum instruction for handling the special repository inventories dated
February 25, 1953, contains specific requirements for absolute secrecy, based on
an order of the USSR Presidium Higher Council, July 9, 1947. Even the printed
text of the instruction itself was subject to secret storage alongside the inventory
list, that is, inside the special repository.46 A similar regime of secrecy had existed in the Pushkin Museum, making even the knowledge of the existence of
the sculptures the privilege of a select few individuals in the years to come.
Documentation related specifically to the Italian sculptures from Berlin in
the archives of the Pushkin Museum becomes scarce in the period 1950 – 1958,
and almost nonexistent after 1963, when these sculptures and other works of
trophy art were handed over to the special Ministry of Culture State Repository
for Works of Art in Zagorsk.47 Enough material exists, however, to conclude that
the condition of the damaged collections from the bunker had always presented
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an insurmountable problem for the museum personnel involved in its processing and storage. A bleak picture is painted in accounts and letters of other museum departments, such as the Antiquities Department and the Department for
Applied Arts, to which the majority of the Friedrichshain items had been assigned. Lack of necessary space and conditions unfit for sensitive items, as well
as transport damage, rot, and rust to be taken care of by a limited number of
restorers coincided with a grave deficit of necessary funding and sometimes of
the simplest of essentials. One account signed by the curator of the applied arts
objects fund, I. Drozova, is a complaint presented to the Soviet Ministry of State
Control in 1950 describing an abundance of problems involved with storage of
the objects of the so-called Special Inventory. Directly stating that the objects
»cannot be stored in the present conditions in the Pushkin Museum in accordance with the rules of museum keeping«, she describes how the lack of an enameled pot in the restoration workshop stops the restorers from undertaking an
acid bath for cleaning – and how such a pot can nowhere be bought legally.48
Astonishing as it may seem for a modern reader, this situation was quite the
norm in post-war Soviet Russia.
Despite these difficulties, an attempt to restore several items stemming from
the Berlin sculpture collection was undertaken in 1950 – 1953. While no documentation or photographs of the work at this time seem to have survived, the
restoration measures are briefly mentioned in a handwritten report by Sofia
D. Romanovich dated June 17, 1957, and made in preparation for the GDR restitution in the following year.49 It was during that time that two bronze plaquettes
ascribed to Donatello, a »Virgin and Child« (see p. 147, fig. 4) and a »Flagellation
of Christ« (see p. 154, 155, fig. 9, 10) were subjected to an electrochemical process in order to remove the layers of ash and byproducts left by the burning,
which were completely covering them. Unfortunately, the original surface patina was also lost with this method.
Plans for a more profound and intensive restoration of the damaged items
from Berlin existed, but were never carried out. In a handwritten protocol dated
March 17 – 27, 1953, by the same curator for Western European Sculpture, Sofia
Romanovich, Donatello’s marble »Flagellation« is mentioned, along with 102
other items, as having been examined by a restorer and scheduled to be worked
upon.50 This later formed the basis for an official document dated April 5, 1953,
which was signed and approved by the museum director at the time, Nikolai
Slonevski, on June 3, 1953.51 It is currently unclear why this restoration of the
sculptures of predominantly Berlin provenance never took place. Of particular
importance, however, is the date of creation of the first document. Stalin’s death
on March 5, 1953, marked the beginning of a new era in the history of the coun-
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try and of the Pushkin Museum, which had been utilized since 1949 as an exhibition space for Stalin’s birthday gifts. In December 1953 the museum resumed its normal functions and opened a new permanent exhibition for the
public. Slonevski, who is regarded today predominantly as a placeholder figure
in 1950 – 1954, was soon to be replaced.52
Changes in the political climate during this period led to a massive wave of
restitutions of art objects kept in USSR museums. The return of the Dresden
Gallery collection, which took place in 1956, is the best-known example, while
the restitution to museums of the People’s Republic of Poland in 1956 is less
known.53 The restitution of works of art to East Germany in 1958/59 was the
most extensive of all and resulted in the transport of 1 574  106 cultural objects
from the USSR to the GDR.54 However, many items were not included in the
lists, and unanswered questions remain to this day in Germany as to the criteria
behind the selection of the objects, namely, why some items were returned
and others not.55
Some light on the circumstances preceding the restitution of art objects to
the GDR is shed by the January 1958 letter to the Minister of Culture, N. A.
Mikhailov, signed by the three leading Soviet museum professionals of the
time: Boris Wipper (scientific director of the Pushkin Museum), Andrei Guber
(chief curator of the Pushkin), and Vladimir Levinson-Lessing (executive director of the Hermitage). In this letter, the art historians express their concerns
with the upcoming restitution of artworks and state directly the impossibility
»of a reciprocal restitution«, also maintaining that »the return to the GDR of
all the artworks and cultural valuables now in the USSR would not be in the
interest of the Soviet Union«.56 Despite these protests, the restitution took place,
and among other objects, 269 sculptures from the Berlin museums were
handed over to GDR representatives by the curators of the Pushkin Museum.57
A selection of these works was exhibited in the museum in 1958 before this
transfer.58
A report signed by A. Guber, dated March 6, 1961, and kept in the archives
of the Moscow museum, allows us to reconstruct the three criteria guiding the
museum works during the restitution program. Exempt from the restitution
were artworks which originated from private collections, those owned by museums in Western Germany, and those with provenance unknown.59 However,
the sculptures from Berlin collections today conserved in the Pushkin museum
belong to none of these three groups.
A handwritten notice by Sofia Romanovich, bearing no date but stemming
obviously from before 1958, is of supreme importance. It allows us to understand why these sculptures were excluded from the restitution. The document
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is quite interestingly named »The list of outstanding works of sculpture from
the Berlin Museums«, and begins with eight works which include the famous
»Adoration of the Child« by Antonio Rossellino, J. A.Houdon’s »Portrait of
C. W. Glück« and several others.60 All these works now form part of the Bode
Museum collection as they were included in the 1958 restitution.61 Only after a
break, with a comment »works conserved in fragments or heavily damaged
during the explosion and fire in the bunker«, do three sculptures ascribed to
Donatello appear (along with other important sculptures): the marble »Flagellation«, the »Baptist«, and the small bronze »Cupid« (see p. 148, 151, fig. 5, 6).
Not all the assessments made by the curator at the time as to which works
should be considered most valuable hold up under closer scrutiny today; also,
some factual errors regarding the sculptors’ lifetimes mar this document. More
importantly, however, this document suggests that it was not a wish of the curators to expand the collections of the Moscow museum that prevented the
sculptures from being returned to Germany.62
Indeed, it can be demonstrated with confidence that politically motivated
concerns about the state of conservation of these artworks were the single main
factor having prevented their inclusion in the restitution program of 1958. For
example, in the case of antique terracottas and other antique items (shown after
restoration in the 2005 exhibition »Archaeology of War« in the Pushkin Museum), a document exists stating explicitly: »not given over to GDR in due order
because of bad condition – mainly damaged by fire – (from the so-called bunker)« for a range of items.63 A generally similar report by curator Romanovich,
dated February 2nd, 1959 and mentioning »burnt sculptures from the bunker of
the Berlin museum«, also exists.64
The reasons for this decision can also be understood today. In order not to
compromise the desired propaganda effect of the 1958 restitution, works in bad
condition were excluded. The situation in the Hermitage preceding the handing
over of the artworks to the GDR is now also widely known. A massive restoration program dedicated to erasing all traces of transport damage from the works
of art was an extremely labor-intensive endeavor, involving a great number of
people, and was scheduled to be completed before the end of 1958.65 Fears of
negative feedback resulting from the potential reception of works in imperfect
condition were in the air, with official documents explicitly proposing to destroy
objects that by way of their condition had lost their historical value in order to
avoid »provoking the enemy propaganda«.66
A contemporary document from the State Hermitage Museum (dated June
16, 1958) mentions the Friedrichshain marble sculptures specifically as unfit for
transportation in their current state and necessitating special treatment. Fur-
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thermore, the same document deems it impossible to restitute »items which by
their condition have lost their artistic and historical significance. Objects selected by Hermitage employees and checked by commission members should
be inspected and sanctioned for destruction by special representatives of the
USSR Ministry of Culture«.67
Clearly, this fear-inducing formula was not applicable to works from the
Berlin sculpture collection remaining in the Pushkin Museum after 1958, along
with other trophy art items. No one was asking for their destruction. But still,
exempt from the restitution process, these objects posed no less a problem from
a curatorial point of view. Unfit for exhibition for reasons both political and
related to their state of conservation, with no realistic possibilities of restoration
and with a regime of secrecy negating their very existence and preventing
scientific research, these objects had no future. The problem was well understood by the museum staff and by the museum director Alexander Zamoshkin,
who in early 1960 tried to develop at least a partial makeshift solution.
At the request of Andrei K. Lebedev, head of the Department for Fine Arts
and Monuments Preservation in the Ministry of Culture, a project for transferring the remainder of the trophy inventory to the State Hermitage Museum was
developed. Originally, the process was scheduled for July – August 1960. It had
been triggered by the government handing over the buildings of St. Petersburg’s
well-known Smolny Monastery to the State Hermitage in the same year.68 The
full paperwork documenting this process exists in the archives of the Pushkin
Museum, complete with lists and curatorial reports. The Berlin items from the
bunker were also included.69 However, the transfer never occurred, as the idea
was rejected by Hermitage executive director W. F. Levinson-Lessing, who stated
in August 1960 that the Hermitage had no space to receive the items from Moscow because the plans for expanding its facilities into the Smolny Monastery
had proven to be impractical.70
The idea of freeing the limited space in the storerooms of the Moscow museum from the unusable works of trophy art proved tempting, however. In the
following years, another occasion presented itself and this time it was used. On
March 11, 1963, a document giving over the custody of the Italian sculptures
from the Berlin sculpture collection to the State Ministry of Culture Archive for
Works of Art, located in the town of Zagorsk, was signed.71 This institution had
been founded in 1951 with the aim of storing for posterity large-format Socialist Realism canvases that had been made for the 1939 exhibition on »Industry
of Socialism«.72 In 1958, during the de-Stalinization campaign, it had received
a massive amount of outmoded visual propaganda items. From 1963 on, marble
and bronze busts of Stalin would share a common space with the forgotten and
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2 »The list of outstanding works of sculpture from the Berlin Museums«, written by curator Sofia D. Romanovich
[1956 – 1957] (transliteration see annex). Pushkin Museum Archive
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3 The list allows to understand why certain works were excluded from restitution in 1958 – it seems to be due to
politically motivated concerns about the state of the objects.
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half-destroyed masterworks of Renaissance sculpture in one of the least likely
places imaginable. One of the 16th-century towers of the Trinity Lavra of St. Sergius Monastery, itself a famous historical and religious monument saved from
Bolshevist demolition by conversion to a museum, housed the sculptures from
1963 until the end of the 20th century. During that time, only periodic inspections several times a year by a member of the museum staff from Moscow took
place.
In the period of 1981 – 2002, the curatorship of the »special find« was assigned to O. D. Nikityuk, member of the European and American Art Department of the Pushkin Museum. It was she who was responsible for the Zagorsk
Archive Inspections, and it was under her direction that the sculptures and other
works of art were finally moved back from the Zagorsk Archive to small facilities
closer to the Pushkin Museum, to be photographed, cleaned, and systematized
by the museum curators, members of a different generation already. At first, the
nearby building of the church of St. Antipius was used as a temporary repository
for the sculptures. In the 2000s, when the church was given to the Moscow
Patriarchate, an adjacent building in the neighborhood was used. S. S. Morozova,
the curator in charge of the sculptures from 2002 to 2015, was occupied with
systematizing the storage and arranging the restoration of the artworks and also
began the scientific work on the collection. Some of the artworks were shown
in smaller exhibitions in the Pushkin Museum despite the fact that the official
ban on publishing these works had not yet been lifted.73

The Last Fifteen Years
The problem of whether, and how, to exhibit the damaged items, however, remained unsolved. The dissolution of the Zagorsk Archive coincided with a time
of renewed interest in the trophy art question. The 1996 Trojan Gold exhibition
and the 2005 »Archaeology of War«, while evoking controversial reactions internationally, were part of an inevitable and necessary process of reintroducing
the objects in question into the field of archaeology and art history.74 The more
recent »Merovingians« (2007) and »Bronze Age« (2013/14) exhibitions, cooperative efforts with the Stiftung Preußischer Kulturbesitz (Prussian Cultural
Heritage Foundation), have introduced new and more efficient ways for collaboration between Russian and German museum institutions.75 The 2015 Berlin
exhibition »Das Verschwundene Museum« in the Bode Museum, dedicated to
the fate of the museum collections after the war, was remarkable in dealing not
so much with the consequences of Soviet art trophy operations, but for raising
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questions of remembrance and historical legacy on a wider scope.76 It has also
shown a new and valid approach to exhibiting the war-damaged works of sculpture in a museum environment. Finding a way of dealing with the controversial
and complicated history of these objects seems possible as well today. Modern
restoration technologies open new perspectives on items believed to be irreparable in the 1950s, and even in the case of fragments, a greater part of the aesthetic and historic significance of the rediscovered works is not lost on the
viewer.
Today, with a period of change and reconstruction underway in the Pushkin
Museum, we hope to write a new chapter in the story of the »lost« works of art
together with the Berlin Museums. Working in collaboration, we hope to return
these treasures to those to whom they matter most – the researchers and museumgoers worldwide.

Annex (fig. 2, 3)
The list of outstanding works of sculpture from the Berlin Museums
S. D. Romanovich, [1956 – 1957]
[author’s punctuation and orthography conserved]
1. Donatello. Italy XV c.
3. Holy Family [SKS #60, ЗС-7, Returned to GDR]
2. Luca della Robbia. Italy XV c.
3. Madonna Alessandri [SKS #139, ЗС-19, Returned to GDR]
3. Giovanni della Robbia. XVI c.
3. Adoration of the Child. [SKS #153, ЗС-22, Returned to GDR]
4. Rosselino, Italy XVI c.
3. Adoration of the Child. [SKS #81, ЗС-32, Returned to GDR]
5. Sperandio Mantovano. XVI c.
3. Port. of Niccolo Sanuti [KFMV M.9, ЗС-48, Returned to GDR]
6. Sancovino, Jacopo. Italy XVI c. [written in error – should read Ammanati,
Bartolomeo]
3. Madonna with Child [SKS #288, ЗС-63, Returned to GDR]
7. Sansovino, Jacopo. Italy XVI c.
3. Madonna with Child [SKS #286, ЗС-64, Returned to GDR]
8. Houdon. France XVIII c.
3. Portrait of Glück [SKS #1960, ЗС-222, Returned to GDR]
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Works conserved in fragments or heavily damaged during the explosion and
fire in the bunker.
Donatello. Italy XV с.
11. Flagellation of Christ – burnt, broken [SKS № 1979 \ ЗС-5] FIG
12. John the Baptist – burnt [SKS № 50 \ ЗС-8] FIG
13. Dancing putto - burnt [SKS № 2764 \ ЗС-9]
3. Luca della Robbia. Italy. XV c.
14. Madonna Frescobaldi –part of the head of Madonna. [SKS №2180 \
ЗС-502]
15. Madonna with child – burnt, broken [SKS #143, ЗС-17]
11. Giovanni della Robbia. Italy XVI c.
16. Lamentation of Christ – Christ in the Hermitage, 3 figures in Pushkin
Museum 
11. [SKS #160, ЗС-25, ЗС-26, ЗС-27. Returned to GDR]
11. Rosselino.
17. Madonna with child - destroyed [SKS #92, ЗС-665]
11. Mino da Fiesole. Italy XVI c.
18. Portrait of a young woman – marble [SKS #97, ЗС-35]
11. Burnt, beaten, deformed
19. Faith – relief – burnt, broken [SKS #99, ЗС-36]
11. Verrocchio. Italy XVI c.
10. Lying putti – burnt, broken [SKS #115,116 , ЗС-14,15]
11. Lamentation of Christ – broken. [SKS #117, ЗС-12]
11. Laurana, Francesco. Italy XVI c.
12. Bust of Neapolitan Princess [SKS #260, ЗС-58]
11. Parts of the neck and torso survive. Head missing. [Head conserved in
Berlin]
11. Mazzoni, Giulio. Italy XVI c.
13. Bust of Francesco del Nero – burnt. [SKS #2261, ЗС-224]
11. Curator Romanovich
Pushkin Museum Archive, Fund 10, Listing 1, Folder 78, Pages 127, 128.
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